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Thanks to CP-Link 4, the CP29xx-0010 built-in Control 

Panel with multi-touch and the CP39xx-0010 Control 

Panel with multi-touch for mounting-arm installation 

can be operated at distances of up to 100 m away from 

the PC via a standard CAT-7 cable.
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One Cable Display Link – 
simple, efficient, flexible

CP-Link 4 – New connection technology for installing multi-touch 

operator panels up to 100 m away from the Industrial PC 

Beckhoff has bundled more than 15 years of know-how in the area of flexible visualisation and control concepts in order to 

develop the new CP-Link 4 solution. This innovative connection technology can be used installing multi-touch Control Panels 

up to 100 m away from the Industrial PC. The one-cable solution of CP-Link 4 enables the transmission of video signals, 

USB 2.0 and power via a single, standard CAT-7 cable, reducing cable and installation costs as a result. Another benefit is 

the use of purely passive displays instead of requiring panels with an integrated CPU.

The new Beckhoff panel series with industrially compatible multi-touch 

technology – the CP29xx-0010 “built-in” version and the CP39xx-0010 

mounting arm version – offers an impressive variety of display sizes and 

connection technologies. CP-Link 4 extends the multi-touch portfolio with a 

standard-based connection technology, supplementing the current CP29xx 

and CP39xx Control Panel ranges with DVI/USB-Extended connection 

functionality.

Flexibility and simplicity for maximum user benefit

CP-Link 4 represents the consistent further development of Control Panel 

connection technology from Beckhoff which has been established on the 

market for more than 15 years. One of the special features of CP-Link 4 is 

high flexibility for connecting a panel according to individual needs and 

the user-friendly plug-and-play capability. All that is required is a standard 

CAT-7 cable for the simultaneous transmission of video signals (uncom-

pressed DVI) and USB-2.0 data, plus the power supply (if desired).
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CP-Link 4 is used with the Beckhoff Control Panel families of the multi-touch 

generation. Encompassing the CP2xxx and CP3xxx Control Panel and Panel PC 

series, the multi-touch panels are characterized by a contemporary, elegant 

device design and a modern operating concept. Widescreen panels in various 

sizes and resolutions are available in addition to the classic display sizes in 4:3 

format. The new panel generation even offers numerous advantages to single-

touch users, such as an optimized price-to-performance ratio with savings of up 

to 28 % compared to previous devices.

The CP-Link 4 connection technology is directly integrated into the CP29xx-0010 

and CP39xx-0010 passive panels, regardless of applications, cable lengths, 

whether a PCI express (PCIe) module or an external transmitter box is used 

for connection to the PC, or whether an integrated or a separate power supply 

is used. Not only that, no special software or driver is required in order to use 

CP-Link 4. 

A further big advantage of this transmission technology is the use of standard 

commercial CAT-7 cables. These are less expensive than special DVI cables, 

uncomplicated to install and are optionally available in drag-chain-compatible 

versions. The standard plug connectors are field-configurable; alternatively, pre-

assembled cables are available as accessories. 

Reliable and economical panel connections

Whether integrated via a CAT-7 cable or a separate power cord – the 24 V 

voltage supply of the Control Panel can be connected to the UPS output of 

the connected Industrial PC (IPC). This provides particularly reliable operation, 

since even in UPS mode the display is able to indicate when, for example, the 

PC reports that data can still be saved for a few seconds before shutdown. If 

required, the power  supply to the panel can also be completely separate from 

the IPC. The same Control Panel can be used with all supply variations; with 

an integrated supply, the power input socket on the panel simply remains free.

CP-Link 4 also offers advantages from the cost point of view: Simplified 

mounting and cable installation alone, especially over long distances, taps into 

considerable savings potential. In addition, the standard CAT-7 cables are less 

expensive than special DVI cables. CP-Link 4 also compares well to the previ-

Diagram 1: CP-Link 4 can be implemented using the CU8803 transmitter 

box as a “One Cable Display Link” with integrated power supply.

Diagram 2: With the CU8802 transmitter box, CP-Link 4 results in 

a “Two Cable Display Link” with a separate power supply for the panel.

Diagram 3: With the C9900-E276 PCIe module, CP-Link 4 can also be directly 

integrated into the Industrial PC as a “Two Cable Display Link.”
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–  Maximum distances of up to 100 m can be achieved 

using standard CAT-7 cables

–  Purely passive Control Panels are sufficient 

(no CPUs required in the panels themselves)

–  Transmission of uncompressed DVI and USB 2.0 

over just one cable

–  Additional integration of the power supply in the 

same CAT-7 cable is possible

–  Connection on the PC side if need be via external 

transmitter boxes or integrated as a PCIe module

–  User-friendly connection technology – field-configu-

rable connector, plug-and-play capability, uncompli-

cated cable installation

– No additional software or driver required

CP-Link 4 – 

the advantages 

at a glance
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The CP-Link 3 concept first presented in 2008 is a pure software solution based on standard tech-

nologies for the flexible connection of Panel PCs to an Industrial PC located up to 100 m from the 

Industrial PC. It permits the connection of up to 255 Ethernet panels, or as an “extended version,” 

up to eight client displays showing different screens. Panel PCs are necessary here as operat-

ing units; passive panels are insufficient as displays. Very inexpensive standard Ethernet cables 

(CAT 5) can be used for the connection. However, consideration must be given here to the costs 

of the intelligent components required in the Control Panel as well as the performance of the 

software solution which in some cases is lower than a pure hardware solution. 

The optimum convergence of all the experiences gained in the past several years is now realized 

in CP-Link 4 which is based on one-cable technology. Thus, a pure hardware solution is once again 

available which, consisting of innovative displays as well as state-of-the-art and very simple con-

nection technology, enables installation at a maximum distance and represents the ideal basis 

for remote multi-touch control operating elements.

The three connection variants for CP-Link 4 on 

the PC side (from left): the CU8802 and CU8803 

transmitter boxes as well as the C9900-E276 

PCIe module.

Further Information:

www.beckhoff.com/CP-Link4

www.beckhoff.com/CP29xx

www.beckhoff.com/CP39xx  

ous DVI/USB-Extended technology from Beckhoff, because from a distance over 

30 meters, CP-Link 4 is actually the less expensive variant. In addition, no DVI 

cable with its large and unwieldy plug connectors needs to be laid over such 

a long distance.

One Cable Display Link

With the “One Cable Display Link,” i.e. the “pure” single-cable solution, the 

DVI and USB-2.0 signals as well as the 24 V power supply are carried by the 

standard CAT-7 cable. For this the CU8803 transmitter box is required which can 

be connected to any Beckhoff Industrial PC with a DVI and a USB cable and re-

quires a 24 V power supply itself. As mentioned above, the power supply socket 

on the panel remains unconnected (see diagram 1). This connection variant is 

particularly suitable for building automation applications as well as for complex 

mounting-arm installations, as it eliminates three connectors by only one.

Two Cable Display Link

In the case of the “Two Cable Display Link,” which can be achieved in two ver-

sions, the DVI and USB-2.0 signals are also transmitted together via just one 

CAT-7 cable. For this, any Industrial PC is connected by DVI and USB via the 

CU8802 transmitter box (see diagram 2), or else the C9900-E276 PCIe module 

can be integrated directly into certain Beckhoff IPCs – C6930, C65xx, C5201, 

CP22xx or CP62xx (see diagram 3). The external transmitter box lends itself 

above all if the connected PC does not have a PCIe module slot. The separate 

power supply used in both cases is particularly suitable for emergency stop con-

cepts with parallel wiring or for customer-specific Control Panels with additional 

electromechanical buttons. 

Beckhoff – the pioneer of connection technology for industrial displays

As a pioneer in industrial display connection technology, Beckhoff introduced a transmission 

technology onto the market as early as 1998 with the first version of CP-Link, which for the first 

time allowed separate installation of a control panel and PC – at that time a 2-cable technology. 

Distances up to 100 m between the PC and operating unit could be bridged using two standard 

coaxial cables, although the cables were rather rigid over long distances. This pure hardware solu-

tion was one of the first systems that permitted the separation of the display from the Industrial 

PC using fast serial data communication and was thus ahead of its time.

In 2006, Beckhoff presented the second generation of its display connection technology as 

another innovation: In contrast to the 5 m DVI/USB standard distance, the DVI/USB Extended 

technology, which is based on standard cables, enables distances of up to 50 m between the 

Industrial PC and the operating panel. DVI/USB Extended 2.0 technology is offered with the new 

multi-touch Panel series.




